Abstract. BACKGROUND: Although Pneumatic Artificial Muscle (PAM) has a promising future in rehabilitation robots, it's difficult to realize accurate position control due to its highly nonlinear properties. OBJECTIVE: This paper deals with position control of PAM. METHODS: To describe the hysteresis inside PAM, a polynomial based phenomenological function is developed. Based on the phenomenological model for PAM and analysis of pressure dynamics within PAM, an adaptive cascade controller is proposed. Both outer loop and inner loop employ BP Neural Network tuned PID algorithm. The outer loop is to handle high nonlinearities and unmodeled dynamics of PAM, while the inner loop is responsible for nonlinearities caused by pressure dynamics. RESULTS: Experimental results show high tracking accuracy as compared with a convention PID controller. CONCLUSION: The proposed controller is effective in improving performance of PAM and will be implemented in a rehabilitation robot.
Introduction
Rehabilitation robots have been studied in recently years [1] [2] [3] [4] . As a flexible actuator, pneumatic artificial muscle (PAM) has been widely used in medical robots [3, 4] . However, strong hysteresis exists within PAM. To overcome challenges produced by inherent hysteresis of PAM, many models have been proposed [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The most widely spread model [7] , was derivated from assumed geometric features and principle of virtual work. Later scientists proposed enhanced models by including several important geometric feaures of PAM [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Several other phenomenological behavior models of PAM were developed by later researchers [14, 15] .
Based on respective analytic models, different control algorithms have been applied in position control. Adaptive pole-placement scheme [16] , gain scheduling approach [17] , and sliding-mode algorithm [18] were used in the position control system actuated by PAMs. Combination of controlling algorithms were also adopted in position control scheme of PAMs [19] [20] [21] . A cascade controller is proposed in this paper, whose inner loop deals with controlling pressure dynamics and the outer loop is used in position tracking. This cascade structure can reduce the effort in handling nonlinearities and unmodeled dynamics by only single loop. Conventional PID controller cannot work on the single-input/multi-output systems with high nonlinear and time varying properties because the classic PID shows inflexibility on uncertain factors such as unmodeled dynamics, modeling errors, time varying characteristics and external disturbances. To solve this challenging task, an optional choice is to tune controller parameters online according to real time feedback information. By ceaselessly changing controller parameters, uncertain factors can be handled and performance would be improved. With great capacity in adaptive, parallel and fault tolerance, BP Neural Network (NN) is adopted in tuning parameters of PID controller online on the basis of feedback signals.
In this paper, Section 2 derives a phenomenological model depicting force-displacement-pressure relationship of PAM. Structure of 1-DOF manipulator actuated by PAM is introduced in Section 3. An adaptive cascade PID controller is proposed for this manipulator. Experiments are performed to verify the control scheme in Section 4. Conclusion is done in Section 5.
Empirical model of PAM

Description of the set-up
Experimental set-up for modeling PAM is displayed in Fig. 1 . Three type information -pressure inside PAM (DMSP-20-120RMCM, FESTO Corporation), contractile force and corresponding displacementare sampled in real time. To obtain experimental data, predetermined pressure is applied to PAM by manual regulator and the accurate value of pressure inside PAM is measured by the pressure sensor. Pressure with low frequencies is applied to cylinder. Corresponding sampled pressure, force and displacement are filtered and then used to build up a model of PAM.
PAM model building up and validation
Researchers pointed out that hysteresis inside PAM is quasi rate-independent [7, 15] . In this research, this property is tested. The experimental curves are plotted in inside pneumatic cylinder very slowly (0.001 Hz) while constant pressure is applied to PAM. The 0.1 Hz hysteretic loop is acquired when pressure within PAM is at a constant value of 0.3 MPa and pressure of sinusoidal wave with frequency 0.1 Hz is applied to pneumatic cylinder. This weak rate-dependent characteristic is the basis of the empirical model of PAM. This closed loop could be depicted by following equation:
Where F symbols the contractile force, x is corresponding displacement and a, b, c, d, e, f determine curve shape. These five parameters are optimized using least squares curve fitting method based on experimental data. The component, 
To validate the proposed model, pressure in the form pressure = 0.16 sin (0.2πt) + 0.16 are applied to pneumatic cylinder when PAM is at pressure of 0.4609 MPa. The predicted result and experimental curve are plotted in Fig. 3 and comparison between the two curves indicates that the model has good capacity in capturing hysteresis within PAM. (1) to (3) to the cascade control scheme, inner loop is responsible for pressure dynamics and outer loop deals with tracking position. BP Neural Network algorithm is integrated to the outer and inner loop of the scheme. Pressure dynamics eaquations can be derivated from fluid mechanics equations. However, it's difficult to establish accurate equations because volume of PAM and parameters of regulator can't be accurately acquired. In this research, a nonparametric BPNN tuned PID controller is adopted to cope with pressure control within PAM. The schematic is shown in Fig. 6. 
Outer loop for position control and inner loop for pressure dynamics
BP neural network structure for online tuning PID parameters
A BP neural network containing three layers is illustrated in Fig. 7 . From left to right, these three layers have three input nodes, four hidden nodes, and three output nodes, respectively. The inputs of BPNN are related to the error between desired value and sampled value in the following ways
are selected, the tuned parameters after per tuning operation are modified as follows In order to minimize errors between input commands and sampled values, weights of BPNN should be adjusted online according to some criteria. In this paper, a cost function is defined in Eq. (6) to provide the criteria
Without loss of generality, the rules of updating weights are obtained in the direction of gradient descent and defined in Eqs 7(a) and (b) for hidden layer and output layer, respectively
Where η is learning rate and α the inertia factor, w (2) ij (i = 1, 2, 3, j = 1, 2, 3, 4) is defined as the influencing weight of output from ith node in first layer on input of jth node of second layer. w (3) ij (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 1, 2, 3) measures the influence of output from ith node in second layer on input of jth node in third layer. More details are described in [22] .
Experimental results and discussion
Experiments are conducted at different wave excitations for purpose of validating the capacity of the controller. Figure 8(a) shows the position responses to step inputs under 0.2 Hz and amplitude 10 mm. To better perform the validation of the proposed controller, performance from conventional PID cascade position controller is also drawn in Fig. 8 Fig. 9(a) . Position tracking error curves are plotted in Fig. 9(b) , which indicate that BPNNPID controller has better capacity in precisely tracking position than classic PID controller.
Conclusion
In this research, a new cascade controller to realize accurate position controll is designed by incorporating BP Neural Network and PID algorithm. Polynomial model of PAM is identified using experimental data. Then a BPNN tuned PID controller is introduced. Experimental validations are performed.
Comparison between experimental curves of the designed BPNN tuned PID scheme and curves of conventional PID scheme demonstrates the better capacity of the proposed controller in position tracking. The effective performance of the adaptive controller inspires to use PAM in rehabilitation robots and devices.
